Abstract. It is shown how to construct Lipschitz constants and moduli of continuity for the Chebyshev projection of C[0,1] onto the finite-dimensional subspace spanned by a Chebyshev system.
It is well known that if X is a finite-dimensional linear subspace of a real normed space E, and if each a G E has a unique best approximant P(a) in X, then the projection P of E onto X is continuous (cf. [6, pp. 25-26] ). We shall discuss this result in the context of Chebyshev approximation over [0, 1] .
Although our discussion will take place entirely within the framework of Bishop's constructive mathematics [2, 3] , the results and estimates obtained below are also new to classical (that is, traditional) mathematics. Indeed, it is difficult to see how these estimates could have been obtained by someone working outside the constructive framework.
Let From now on, we shall assume that {<>,,... ,<pN} is a Chebyshev system: that is, it satisfies the condition (H) for each a G (0, j¡], ß(a) > 0. Now, although there is no proof of the Uniform Continuity Theorem that is constructive in our sense, general considerations suggest that if a constructively defined function can be proved pointwise continuous, we should be able to establish its uniform continuity on compact sets. Thus, bearing in mind that C[0,1] is complete, if we are given a totally bounded subset A of C[0,1], we should be able to calculate a modulus of continuity for the Chebyshev projection on A. We do this in Theorem 2 below.
In this context, the reader should be aware that we interpret the phrase "modulus of continuity" in the manner standard in constructive mathematics: a modulus of continuity for a mapping /between metric spaces (E,d) and (E\ d') is an operation u: R+ -R+ such that if e > 0 and if x, y G E are points of E with d(x, y) < «(e), then d'(f(x), f(y)) < e. This interpretation is not the one common in approximation theory [6, p. 86 ].
In the following work, 8^, will be a modulus of continuity for the mapping <> introduced above. Now recall that a totally bounded subset A of C[0,1] is uniformly equicontinuous: there exists a common modulus of continuity for the functions in A. As H is finite-dimensional, we see from the first part of the proof of the lemma that [P(a): a G A} is totally bounded. Hence S = {a -P(a): a G A} is totally bounded and therefore uniformly equicontinuous. However, the lemma tells us much more than this, as it enables us to write down a common modulus of continuity for the functions in 5, in terms of 8^, a bound for A, and a common modulus of continuity for the functions in A. Moreover, we can easily compute the last two quantities using the information that, for each e > 0, there exists a finite subset Bf of A such that dist(/, BF) < e for each f G A. 
On the other hand, for 1 =s k < N, \(a -P(a))(xk+X) -(a -P(a))(xk)\ > 2(11« -P(a)|| -e) > d> t, so that, by our lemma, xk+x -xk > «(/) 3= a. It follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 of [5] that \\P(a)-P(a')\\ <NK(a)\[2 K(a)N+i'1 -1 (2||a -a'|| + e).
\ ;=1 / As e G (0, {d) is arbitrary, the result follows. D A classical corollary of Theorem 1 is a result of Henry and Schmidt [10] : if AT is a compact subset of C[0,1] that is disjoint from 77, then there exists y > 0 such that ||F(a) -P(a')\\ < y II a -a'll whenever a G K and a' G C[0,1]. From a constructive viewpoint, it appears extremely unlikely that we could prove the latter without the additional hypothesis that inf(||a -F(a)||: a G K) > 0. However, according to Theorem 1, this additional hypothesis enables us not only to assert that y exists, but also to describe it explicitly.
For other information on Lipschitz conditions for the Chebyshev projection, see [1, 7, 8, 9] . \\P(a) -P(a')\\ ^ 2AMe)( T a(e)N+i~l -l)\\a -a'll < e.
In the case ||a -,P(a)|| < ^, we have lia' -P(a')\\ < ||a' -F(a)|| < ||a' -all + lia -P(a)\\ < ?! Then IIP(o) -P(a')\\ < Ha -P(a)\\ + \\a -a'll + ||a' -P(a')\\ <T + f + !=£• Thus in both cases, || P(a) -P(a')\\ < e. D At first sight, it may seem strange that we consider the alternative "either \ <\\a -P(a)\\ or ||a -P(a)|| < if" in the above proof. We do so in order to keep the argument fully constructive [2, Chapter 2].
The total boundedness of A in Theorems 1 and 2 is used only to obtain 8 and M. However, this observation does not lead to a generalization of our theorems, as every bounded, equicontinuous subset of C[0,1] is totally bounded (at least from a classical point of view).
